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FIND THE ACCOUNTS THAT OTHER INVESTIGATORS ARE MISSING 
 
 

WHY ARE OUR ASSET 
SEARCHES BETTER? 

 
 
 

We are one of the very Private Investigation Companies that uses blockchain transaction 
searches. Over 35% of banks now only use blockchain for ledger transactions. Blockchain is 
very different than a database like Check-Systems. You can’t just access a database to find an 
account. 

Blockchain tracking has stumped most asset location companies out there... But not us. 

The reason is that if a company is just now trying to start tracking blockchain, it's not possible 
because of the way it must be tracked. Blockchain tracking is not performed like a normal bank 
search. To locate bank accounts from a bank using blockchain, you need to collect the data 
since the first transaction on the platform that started it. Our asset search specialists use one of 
the largest databases in existence on multiple platforms including IBM, Chain, Eris, and Intel 
and started this transaction ledger in 2014, at the start of these platforms. Normal bank locates 
are obtained from the data sent to the "middlemen" in banking institutions that process 
transactions. However, banks using blockchain cut out the middlemen which causes those bank 
accounts to be missed. 

To sum it up, the only way is to start the required data ledgers is from the first block in the 
chain of transactions and follow the ledger sequentially. The chain can be easily tracked IF 
you hold the beginning transaction of blocks. Without the original ledger, you can't locate 
accounts. This technology has already advanced beyond the capabilities of any entity that did 
not start their ledger at the beginning of the software platform.  

 

Our asset search specialists have been tracking blockchain since the beginning and get the 
best results to prove it. 


